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This dissertation consists of three studies: the relationship between 
land-leasing-based local public finance and urban entrepreneurship, the impacts of 
industrial enterprises’ real estate investment on industrial innovation, and the effects 
of impact fees on land price, and estimates the effects of Chinese local governments 
land policy and land leasing on real estate markets and innovation. 
Firstly, concerning the effects of land-leasing-based local public finance on 
urban entrepreneurship, there are two opposing views: the one is that it is 
land-leasing-based local public finance that pushes up housing price, and causes 
industrial investments into real estate markets, and this will depress urban 
entrepreneurship; the other is that it is the revenue from urban land leasing that 
subsides industrial enterprises and improves city investment environment, and this 
will promote urban entrepreneurship. Using a city level land leasing panel data of 
286 cities from 1999 to 2009 and several measurements of urban entrepreneurship, 
we investigate the relationship between land-leasing-based local public finance and 
urban entrepreneurship. we find that land-leasing-based local public finance has 
positive effects on the scale of industrial production and urban infrastructure 
investment, no effects on industrial efficiency, urban innovation and city amenity, 
and negative effects on the generation of new industrial enterprises. These findings 
imply that land-leasing-based local public finance may promote the scale of 
industrial production in the short run, but may hinder urban entrepreneurship in the 
long run. 
Secondly, real estate investment from industrial enterprises has crowding-out 
effects on industrial innovation in the short run and compensation effects on 
industrial innovation in the long run. We use industrial R&D spending and patent 
application to measure industrial innovation. Using a company level panel data of 
listed companies from 2007 to 2011 in China, we examine the relationship between 















endogeneity problem and sample selection problem, we find that industrial real 
estate investments have negative effects on industrial R&D spending both currently 
and cumulatively intertemporally. We also find that lagged industrial real estate 
investments have negative effects on industrial patent application. These findings 
imply that the involvement of industrial enterprises in real estate investment may 
hinder industrial innovation both in the short run and in the long run. 
In the third topic we study the relationship between impact fees and urban land 
price. Impact fees are what local governments charge developers in order to finance 
local public goods. Impact fees can be capitalized into land price positively or 
negatively, which may make land price go up or down, because of the nature of land 
market's demand and supply. Using parcel-based land transaction data in some 
Chinese cities from 2001 to 2011, we investigate the effect of impact fees on land 
price. We find that impact fees lead to a significant increase in land price. For a 
given parcel of land, an increase of impact fee by one yuan leads to an increase of 
about 5(9) yuan in the price of residential (commercial) lands. 
The main contributions of this dissertation are as follows: First, from the 
perspective of entrepreneurship research, we find the impacts of Chinese 
land-leasing-based local public finance on several measurements of urban 
entrepreneurship. Second, using micro panel data of industrial real estate investment, 
we investigate the relationship between industrial real estate investment and R&D 
activities and find that the involvement of industrial enterprises in real estate 
investment is not conducive to industrial R&D spending and patent application. 
Third, using large sample Chinese urban parcel-based land transaction data, we 
examine impact fees, a factor of land price which is neglected for a long time in 
China, and find that impact fees have a positive effect on land price. This study can 
provide a basis for government public land policy evaluation. 
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